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Commercial Inventory Software

Commercial software programs listed here were identified through Web searches. This list is for informational purposes only and does not imply endorsement by the U.S. Department of Agriculture of any product or service. Any omissions from this list are unintentional. Please contact Jill Johnson at jilljohnson@fs.fed.us to be added to the list.

Many urban forestry consultants have developed their own programs that are available as part of an inventory service contract but not independently. If you will be contracting for inventory data collection, check with potential consultants to learn about their software.

- ArborAccess™
- Arbor-Note™
- ArborPlus
- ArborPro
- ArborSoftWorx®
- Tree Asset Manager (TreeAM)
- TreeKeeper®
- Tree Plotter®
- TreeTracker®
- TreeWorks
- TRIMS Tree Inventory
- uforian Manager
- Urban Forest Metrix

Freeware or Public Domain Software

- Community and Urban Forest Inventory and Management Program (CUFIM)
- i-Tree Software Suite
- OpenTreeMap
- Tree Plotter LITE®